[ 111 have introduced a new channel routing problem, segmented channel routing, for the wiring of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA's), which is a new type of electrically programmable VLSI. In their paper, attempts have been made to show that this problem is NP-complete in the strong sense. The strong NPcompleteness proof, however, is incomplete and incorrect because it uses a restricted subproblem (Numerical Matching with Target Sums [5] in which all sizes are distinct) of a strongly NP-complete problem (Numerical Matching with Target Sums [5] ) in the reduction, and this subproblem has not been shown to be strongly NP-complete in [113 and is not known to be strongly NP-complete [7] . A more complete analysis of the gap in the proof can be found in [9] . In this paper, we analyze the complexity of the segmented channel routing problem and provide a correct proof which shows that the problem is NPcomplete in the strong sense. Since our result also holds for the case Manuscript received March 1, 1994; revised September 26, 1994 where connection lengths are bounded by a constant, it also settles an open question raised in [2] and [ll] . The reader is referred to [l] , [2] , [4], [6] , and [ l l ] for the discussions on what motivates the study of this problem and on how the wiring subtask of the physical design for FPGA's is modeled as a segmented channel routing problem. For related results on conventional channel routing problems, the reader is referred to [lo] for more complete discussions. The complexity of the conventional channel routing problem has been studied in [8] , [12] , and [13] . In the segmented channel routing problem, we are given a set of connections and a set of segmented tracks. An instance of the problem is given in Fig. l(a) . In this example, there are six connections denoted by r l , T Z , ~3 , 7-4, 7-5, and T g , two tracks denoted by tl and t 2 (tl consists of three segments denoted by s l l , S I Z , and S 1 3 , and t 2 consists of four segments denoted by s21, 522, s 2 3 , and s24), and ten columns (terminal positions). As illustrated in the example, each connection always begins and ends at a column and each track may be segmented differently. A switch (denoted by a circle) between two adjacent columns a and a + 1 segments the track such that it has one segment ending at a and another segment beginning at a + 1.
Given a segmented channel routing instance R and T, denoting connections and tracks, respectively, a solution of the instance is an assignment which assigns each connection, r , E R, to a unique track, t , E T. Initially, the set of segments in each track is free.
Connection r, can be assigned to t, if and only if each segment in t, that overlaps r , is free. Once r , is assigned to t , , each segment in t, that overlaps T , is occupied and no longer free. For example, in Fig. l(a) , if 7-4 is assigned to t l , then segments 512 and 5 1 3 are occupied. This assignment makes it impossible to assign r 3 to tl in the future (even though r 3 and 7-4 do not overlap) since s12 which overlaps 7-3 is not free any more. A solution to the instance in Fig. l(a) is given in Fig. l(b) .
The segmented channel routing problem is very close to the track assignment problem in [3] . The left-edge algorithm cannot be 0278-0070/95$04.00 0 1995 IEEE guaranteed, however, to generate a solution in this case since each track is segmented now. A track is completely segmented if it has a switch between every pair of adjacent columns. When the set of tracks is completely segmented, the segmented channel routing problem becomes equivalent to the track assignment problem [3] . Therefore, the left-edge algorithm can be applied to obtain a solution. Otherwise, as we shall prove, the segmented channel routing problem is strongly NP-complete; no algorithm which is both efficient and exact is likely to exist to obtain a solution for this problem. The assignment of all the connections in R to the tracks in T such that the set of connections assigned to each track is routable (kroutable) in that track is called a routing (k-routing) of R in T . R is routable (k-routable) in T if and only if there is a routing (k-routing) of R in T . Hence, the output of the ( P l ) (or (P2)) instance is "yes" if and only if the given set of connections is routable (or k-routable) in the given set of tracks.
DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Let 2 be a routing of R in T and RI C R. An initial routing of 2, 2 1 , is a routing of RI in T such that the assignment of each connection in RI is the same in 2 1 and 2. Given a set of connections, R, and a set of tracks, T , with possibly some connections being
The number of free segments that overlap a block is called the size of that block. A connection is said to be in a block if and only if it overlaps that block. From the pigeon hole principle, it is obvious that if the number of unassigned connections in a block, b, is greater than the size of b, then the unassigned connections in b cannot be assigned to T . Thus, the set { tl , t z . . . . , t , }, which have the same beginning and ending.
of unassigned connections in R cannot be assigned to T . This leads to the following observation.
Observation I :
Let 2 be a routing of R in T , each block with respect to an initial routing of 2 must satisfy the condition that the number of unassigned connections in it is no greater than its size.
We shall now introduce a slightly more complex problem (P3) which can be polynomially reduced to (Pl) . We shall later show that this new problem is strongly NP-complete, thus proving the strong NP-completeness of (Pl). In fact, this new problem may actually occur in some practical routing instances.
(P3): Segmented channel routing with variable tracks:
Input: A set of connections, R, and a set of n tracks, T = { t l , t 2 , . . . , t , } , which may have different beginnings and endings.
Output: Same as (Pl). Lemma I: (P3) polynomially reduces to (Pl).
Proof: Suppose an instance of (P3) 
A. The Construction
Our intention is to reduce a known NP-complete problem to (P3).
We shall use the MONOTONE 3SAT problem known to be NPcomplete in [5] . An example is given in Fig. 2 .
[4, 91, [lo, 1211, and then {U, 21 , [3, 81, [9, 91, [IO, 121) . If the
Construction I
A) For each variable x z define:
Details of the Construction. Before we detail our construction, we need to define another operation which will facilitate the description al. a -11, and [az, bz] 
In plain language, the modification of track t by [a, b] adjusts (removes and cuts short) those intervals in t that overlap [a, b] so that 
B) Let

S = { [ 7 + 6 i , 7 $ 6 i ] I O < i I m } ,
t, = { [ 2 -i , 1 + 6 ( m + 2 ) ] } , 1 5 i < n, S, = { [2 + 6 j , 3 + 6 j ] I x1 is a literal in C, }, 1 5 i 5 n, S, = {[5 + 6 j , 6 + 6 j J I f,
D) The (P3) instance is defined as:
The set of variable connections is defined in A). Note that except for the first pair of connections, z1,0 and 5,,0, being different for different variables, the sets of the connections associated with the variables are the same. The first pair of connections starts at different columns for different variables. For example, the first pair of connections for variable z1 starts at 1, the first pair for 2 2 starts at 0, the first pair for 2 3 starts at -1, and so on. Since (Note that we can obtain another construction, similar to Construction 1, in which all tracks start at the same position and the first pair of connections of each variable is the same for all the variables. We believe that Construction 1 makes our proof simpler and easier to follow. Therefore, Construction 1 is chosen.)
The set of variable tracks is defined in B). For each variable zt, t, is the unsegmented track corresponding to t, , I and t , , 2 . The segments of tt,l are described by the modification o f t , by S. For example, in Fig. 2 [14, 161 and [17, 181 because % I appears in the second clause. Note that the breaking up of a segment in a region corresponding to an un-negated clause is different from that in a region corresponding to a negated clause. The set of clause connections is defined in C).
B. The Proof
In this subsection, we show that the constructed (P3) instance is routable if and only if the corresponding MONOTONE 3SAT instance is satisfiable. Let us first make a few observations about the properties of the constructed (P3) instance. Lemma 3: RXi is routable in TXt7 1 5 i 5 n, and only two routings T and F achieve this. In routing T, all z;,,, 0 5 j 5 m+ 1, are assigned to t ; ,~, and all Z;,j to t i , z . In routing F, all z ; , j are assigned to t t , 2 , and all 5 i , j to t ; ,~.
Proof: From Observation 2, it is evident that z i , j and 5;,j cannot be assigned to the same track, and neither can Z ; , j and z;,j+l. From Observation 7, it is evident that x2,, and zz,,+l, or 5 ; , j and f ; , j + l , can be assigned to the same track as long as individually each one of them can be assigned to that track. Now consider the assignment of all the connections in R,, to T,, .
Clearly, each connection can be assigned to the two tracks individually. Suppose that z , ,~ is assigned to then from Observation 2, 5,,0 must be assigned to t ; ,~. This in turn forces (Observation 2) z ; ,~ to be assigned to ti,^; this assignment is possible due to Observation 7. Now the assignment of z ; ,~ forces 5;,l to be assigned to t ; ,~; this is also possible (Observation 7). By repeating this for each connection, one can conclude that R,% is routable in T,%. Furthermore, in this routing, all z z , j , 0 5 j 5 m + 1, are assigned to ti,^, and all Zt,, to ti,^. Actually, there is another way of routing R X i in TXi (initially z ; ,~ is assigned to t ; ,~) , in which all z,,, are assigned to t ; , z , and all Z ; , j to t z , l . Note that there are only two ways to assign zZ,o. 0 In Lemma 3, routing T corresponds to setting z; to true in a truth assignment and routing F corresponds to setting z; to false. In what follows, when 2; is set to true (false), routing T (F) is used to route R X i in T,, and vice versa.
From Observation 6 and the definitions of routing T and F we have:
Observation 8: When routing T is used to route R X i in T,, , each g k segment in t z , 2 is unused. When routing F is used to route RZi in TXt, each g k segment in t z , 2 is unused.
Lemma 4: If the given MONOTONE 3SAT instance is satisfiable then the constructed (P3) instance is routable.
Proof: Let A be the truth assignment of zt, 1 5 i 5 n, under which each Ci, 1 5 i 5 m, is true. If zt is true in A, then routing T is used to route R X i in TXi. If z2 is false in A, then routing F is used instead. Lemma 3 ensures all the connections in U I <~~~ R,, are successfully assigned to the set of tracks.
Let us now consider the assignment of the set of clause connec- to zP,l, we conclude that in the former assignment only one of the connections in W 1 can be assigned to ti,l and none to t t , 2 and in the latter assignment only one can be assigned to t ; ,~ and none to t i , 1 .
Thus, in either case, only one connection in W1 can be routed in T,, .
Since there are n connections in W1 and each connection must be assigned to a track, then in 20 the pair of tracks in T,%, 1 5 i 5 n, must have one of the connections assigned to it. Though, in general, x z , l may not be assigned to one of the tracks in T,,, we can always rearrange the assignment of x k ,~, 1 5 k 5 n, by permuting the first subscript. We get an equivalent routing because all connections in W I are identical to one another. Let 2 1 be such an equivalent routing which is the same as 20 except for those connections in W1 where in 2 1 xi,^ is routed in TZi .
Similarly, for routing 2 1 and the connection set W Z Proof: Follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.
C. Extensions
Note that in Construction 1 a connection can occupy at most three segments. In other words, the result of Section 111-B establishes that the 3-segmented channel routing problem is strongly NP-complete. Although the 3-segmented channel routing problem's being NPcomplete does not automatically imply that the 4-segmented channel routing problem is also NP-complete, Construction 1 can be used to show that for any k, k 2 3, the k-segmented channel routing with variable tracks problem is strongly NP-complete as well. From Lemma 2 and the obvious fact that the k-segmented channel routing with variable tracks problem is in NP, we have: Theorem 3: The k-segmented channel routing problem is strongly NP-complete for k 2 3. 0
Since the 1-segmented channel routing problem is solved by a lower order polynomial time algorithm [ 111, the question of whether the 2-segmented channel routing problem is polynomial time solvable or strongly NP-complete is interesting and needs further investigation.
In Construction 1, the maximum connection length (i.e., the maximum number of columns contained in a connection) is not bounded by any constant (due to xP,o and %,o, 1 5 i 5 n, connections). The construction can be modified, however, so that the maximum connection length is bounded by a constant. In fact, the maximum connection length is bounded by 4 if the minimum connection length is 2, and by 3 if the minimum connection length is 1.
Note that the minimum connection length is 2 in Construction 1. Proof: Similar to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the segmented channel routing problem is strongly NP-complete, and we have presented the first complete and correct proof of Theorem 1 in [ll] .
As an immediate consequence of this result, we can see that the following important practical problems in segmented channel routing are also computationally intractable. 1) Determining the minimum number of tracks needed to route an arbitrarily segmented channel. 2) Determining whether a given routing for an arbitrarily segmented channel is optimal or not.
We have also shown that for any k , k 2 3, the k-segmented channel routing problem is also strongly NP-complete. We have solved one of the open problems raised in [2] and [l 13, namely , that the segmented channel routing problem remains strongly NP-complete even if the connection lengths are bounded (even between 2 and 4) by a constant.
There are several open questions that remain to be answered; for example, the complexity of 2-segmented channel routing problem remains to be addressed, and effective heuristic algorithms or approximation algorithms need to be developed for the segmented channel routing problem. We hope to answer these questions in our further investigation.
